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Frank Turner
We spoke with the folk-punk legend about his upcoming
album FTHC, the Lost Evenings - Festival, reconciling with
his trans parent and acts of solidarity.

For Frank Turner, 2020 was not only
hardship in the face of covid. A unique
opportunity came his way: A
remarkable ten-song split with one of
Punk's greatest: NOFX Vs. Frank
Turner, West Coast Vs. Wessex. Each
interpreting songs of the other. A
dream come true? For sure. But what
exactly does a triumphant folk-punk
star feel working on such a project
with some of his heroes? "I felt like I
was having an LSD flashback. They're
one of my favourite bands. "
A lasting experience, which paved the
way to the new record as Turner
points out: "It's one of the reasons
why I started thinking about making a
punk record. I had a few albums going
other places, which I'm proud of and
stand by. But Punkrock moments like
this, or touring with Dropkick Murphys
and doing Punk Rock Holiday in
Slovenia, felt like home. After being
locked in my house a year or more, I
demoed more than for any record
before. I wrote 28 songs. Usually, I
write 15, but they just kept coming,
going further in that direction."
A worthwhile effort. FTHC, Frank
Turner's ninth solo album, is smasher
in your face. Songs like the grand
opener 'Non Serviam' or the gig-goer
hymn 'The Gathering', which features

Muse drummer Dom Howard and
Jason Isbell, stir up the anticipation for
great nights out again. An all Killer No
Filler punk rock gem of rough beauty produced and mixed by Rich Costey
(Foo Fighters, Muse, Biffy Clyro).
Tracks like 'Haven't been doing so
well', the second single, also deal with
the struggles and anxiety caused by
the pandemic. Despite that, Turner
doesn't want his newest output to be
perceived as referring to the Covid
calamity only. Although "art is about
reflecting life in some ways. Of course,
it has a presence on the record, but I
didn't want to write a lockdown
record. There's probably too many of
them already."
Furthermore, Turner had better things
to do than just pondering the current
mess. He took the responsibility of
artists with a range through playing
online gigs to raise money for venues
on the brink: "It started because I got
sent home from a tour in March 2020.
So the first thing we did was a
Livestream to raise funds for my
band, my crew and to get an American
friend who was on tour with home
before they closed the border."
An act of solidarity that technically
wasn't hard to implement: "It's easy. I
put a laptop on my chair, played some
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songs, and it raised like £44,000. It was crazy.
I've been an ambassador for the music venue
trust for years. Running a venue never is an
easy thing. The first one I did was for a bar
called Nambucca in North London. I used to
live in the hallway a long time ago. In the
beginning, I thought I was going to do three,
maybe four. I think I did 26 in the end."
Spotlight on the new album again: FTHC has
excellent circle pit capability but also some
quieter moments like the song 'Miranda'.
Here Turner's reconciliation with his trans
parent is the central theme. The tale of a new
start for both of them? Turner nods: "Yeah,
definitely. There's the song 'Fatherless' on the
record as well. I felt I had to explain what I
was letting go. 'Miranda' is a song about
letting go in many ways. I was sent away from
home when I was eight years old. My father
and I were either not speaking or fighting for
more than a decade. It was horrible. The
moment I learned about the transition was
like an escape route from a vicious cycle.
There are days when it is still difficult because
bad things happened, and as we are English,
we've never talked about them and never will.
But ultimately, the choice is between living a
life full of anger and living a life that has some
acceptance in it. I'm glad I made a choice for
the second option. It's a better place to be."
Despite having played shows this summer,
there's something special in 2022 Turner is
already
looking
forward
to.
Already
postponed once, the 'Lost Evenings V'- Festival
is planned to occur next year in Berlin. He can
hardly wait to let his idea of creative
gatherings come back to life again. "The worst
part of 2020 was cancelling that. It sucked. So
much work went into it. The lineup was
incredible. Hopefully, we're going back
together." Fingers crossed!

THE RECORD IN BRIEF

FTHC stands for "Frank Turner
Hardcore". A tribute to the US
hardcore bands of the early 80s.
Great! An excellent collection of
songs
delivering
the
right
straightforwardness to celebrate the
hoped-for return of live music in
crammed sweaty rooms. LABEL: POLYDOR
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Katie
Schecter
The Nashville based artist tells us about recording sessions
with Amy Winehouse's rhythm section, early musical
education in New York City and thriving in the nighttime.

Born and raised in New York, Katie
Schecter was surrounded by music
early on: "From the day I was born, I
lived in a pretty small apartment. My
dad's piano was directly next to my
little room. I would go to sleep
listening to him play, and when I woke
up listening to him play, too. My
grandmother was singing opera.
Music has always been part of my life."
Later, she moved to Boston for College
and dug more into Rock'n'Roll. Friends
introduced her to artists like Iggy Pop;
she started writing songs and going to
shows more on her own. A defining
time or simply "the game-changer".
Today, besides occasional modelling,
Katie Schecter has created a musical
universe of her own. A highly
recognised solo artist that consistently
develops her panache. Stylistically
confident, moving between the genres
of Soul, Blues and Rock'n'Roll.
Already a few years ago, she shifted
her home base to Nashville. There she
lives and creatively works with her
husband Nick Bockrath, also known
for playing with acclaimed indie
rockers Cage the Elephant. "I'm
obsessed with words and lyrics, he
with
sounds,
production
and
instrumentation." Schecter describes

the couple's artistic diversity. "He's a
guitarist in a way that I could practice
every day of my life and never come
close. I do trust his opinion on
everything. When I play him a song,
and he gets excited, that's everything
to me." Also, Nashville itself seems to
be an inspiring environment she
draws a lot of inspiration from: "It's
the history here. I remember driving
by a certain place and someone saying
that's where Roy Orbison wrote 'Pretty
Woman'. In that house right over
there. Really cool. In the same way
that New York has this rich history, it
felt like a new landscape. So many
fantastic players. We were going to
shows constantly, and they all were
really good. You did not have to look
that hard to find great music of all
sorts - also a lot of Rock'n'Roll. The
White Stripes and the Black Keys
happened
here.
Other
things
followed. I also had a good time
learning about country music."
The city not only had its impact in
terms of broadening the scope but,
funnily enough, led the way back to
New York City. While working with
Cage the Elephant, British producer
and engineer Ben Baptie joined forces
with Schecter and her husband.
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Finally, he suggested taking some studio time at
the legendary Diamond Mine Studios in New
York City. Recording 'Bad for Business', her
newest full-length solo record, she still
rhapsodises when talking about this time: "It
was magical. I'm just dying to go back. Cutting
that record was the most special and happiest
time in my life." She also worked with Homer
Steinweiss and Nick Movshon there - Amy
Winehouse's legendary rhythm section. "One of
those moments where it felt worth all the work
I have been putting in" Schecter remembers the
magic of the recording sessions. "It was so
special. Everything they do sounds great. You
could work something up in your head; the
second they get their hands on it, it's perfect."
Released already in 2020, Broadsheet learned
about Katie Schecter this fall through a Third
Man Records Instagram post announcing a gig
of hers in the legendary Blue Room. It quickly
became apparent that her music didn't suit any
genre. Putting down her songs in stacks of
journals since her youth days, 'Bad for
Business'
musically
sounds
like
the
quintessence for now. Once heard, those ten
songs won't let you go. 'Old-Soul-New-Sound'
as it sometimes is coined. Distorted, soulful,
atmospheric, always catchy, the record reflects
the heyday of an outstanding artist.
Outstanding also is the perfect term for songs
like 'Every single time', the third track on the
record. A laid back, stripped-down guitar vibe,
telling the classic story of love and lies and a
matter of the heart for Katie Schecter: "It was
the first song we recorded with Homer. We only
did one song. After that, he suggested making
an album. For that reason, it's special to me."
As her tunes often sound like an ode to the
night, there's only one question left: Is the
lovingly crafted vinyl also worshipping the
hours after dark? An impression the artist
acknowledges: "I thrive in the nighttime.
Daytime always is a little bit confusing.
Sometimes I'm having a hard time during the
day. It's all bright and sunny, and I'm supposed
to feel a certain way and be productive. When it
gets dark outside, I feel most at peace." Bravo!

THE RECORD IN BRIEF
Katie Schecter’s songs are the perfect
soundtrack for nightly voyages between love
and madness, glitzer and darkness. A truly
awesome record. Vinyl via Soul Step Records!
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